
ZTP test 7 juni 2015 Stockholms LO Löttingelund 
Domare Armin Hoppe 

Sista anmälningsdag 1 april 
 

Mer info kommer gällande anmälningsavgift och praktiska detaljer för inträning, figurant etc. 

 

Nedan finns info om regler för deltagande samt erfoderlig dokumentation som skall skickas in senast 

den 1 april samt tas med i original på tävlingsdagen. 

 

Anmälningar skickas till lisadruse1@tele2.se  

Frågor besvaras av Lisa Druse och/eller HS på styrelsen@dobermannklubben.se 

 

STOCKHOLMS LO arrangerar även utställning den 6 juni, domare Armin Hoppe 
 

VARMT VÄLKOMNA! 
 
Participation 
 
Participation can only be granted if all requirements for the admission to the ZTP test 

have been met. 

The minimum age of participating dogs is 15 months. 

Proof of membership of the DV or an IDC Member Club must be furnished. 

The handler does not have to be the owner of the dog. 

A handler may not handle more than 2 dogs per test day. 

In the case of a deferred dog, the participant has to inform the Breed judge prior to 

the start of the ZTP. 

If the identity and the origin of the dog cannot be ascertained with 100% certainty 

then the participation in the ZTP is not possible. 

 It is the personal responsibility of the owner/handler to provide the required 

documentation for ZTP entry timorously to arranging club to be sent to DV. 

 

For registration all documentation below must be sent to arranging club. On the day of the test all 
documentation must be provided to the Breed judge in its original: 
 
a) Pedigree 

b) HD Assessment – including the HD assessments of the parent animals and a 

copy of their ZTP assessments 

c) Record Card (if applicable) 

d) If required, original proof of successful ‘Begleithundeprüfung’ (BH) or equivalent of 

the relevant country 

e) Dental certification if applicable 

f) Original ZTP assessment of dogs submitted for a second time (deferred 

dogs) 

 If the above mentioned documentation is not made available to the Breed judge in its 

entirety in the original form then the Breed judge cannot judge the dog. Exceptions 

are NOT possible. 

 If the identity and the origin of the dog cannot be ascertained with 100% certainty 

then the participation in the ZTP is not possible. 

 In cases requiring clarification the Breed Judge is entitled to retain all documentation 

which will be forwarded to the Breed Registry office. ZTP recognition will only be 

awarded once all outstanding issues have been resolved. 


